CIT Celebrate Mid-Autumn Festival at LAMP School

On Thursday, September 24, 2015, at 2:00 pm, Confucius Institute at Troy University (CIT) and Confucius Classroom (CI) at LAMP high school, one of the Montgomery Public Schools, held a Mid-Autumn Festival celebration together in the school auditorium of LAMP high school.

The celebration started after a reception when all the students, teachers and parents enjoyed Moon Cakes, Jiaozi and Spring Rolls.

Host and Hostess introduced the origin and legends of Mid-Autumn festival in both Chinese and English. Students presented diverse and well-prepared performances, such as Taiji, dancing My Cute Apple, Singing Sorry, My Chinese is not Good, and recitation of Shuidiao Getou, a famous classical Chinese Poem by Su shi, one of greatest poet in Chinese history. Some students showed great interests in Chinese Paper Cutting, and under the CIT teachers’ guidance, they accomplished their first piece of paper cutting work and took pictures happily and proudly.

This is the sixth year of Chinese program in LAMP high school and the wonderful performance speaks for the program’s success.